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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

This deliverable continues the work from D2.1 and D2.2 and presents novel results from WP2 
studies, concerning sensing and classification algorithms. Main results are related to the 
complexity studies of all sensing algorithms studied by SACRA and performance comparisons 
which have been performed with respect to FCC requirements.  
 
The deliverable also studies the impact of multi-band sensing on complexity and it reaches the 
conclusion that the complexity is linearly increasing with the number of bands to be sensed for a 
broadband opportunistic spectrum access in TVWS. 
 
Different from the work presented in D2.2, in this deliverable we evaluate the complexity from a 
more realistic point of view, where the operations used by the embedded library developed in WP5 
have been taken into account. These studies show that the Energy Detector is the least complex 
sensing method, followed by DVB-T Pilot Detector and then by Welch Detector, Cyclostationary 
Detector and Algebraic Detector. 
 
Another important conclusion resulted from this deliverable is that the most performing detector is 
the DVB-T Pilot Detector followed by Welch Detector and Energy Detector that best meet the FCC 
requirements in reasonable simulations time. This deliverable reached the conclusion that all three 
of them have to be implemented for the final demo in WP6. 
 
As this deliverable is the last one from a long series of deliverables concerning spectrum sensing 
and classification algorithms, the authors used this occasion to provide updates of classification 
results from D2.2. This deliverable presents for the first time an exclusion based classification 
scheme which can be used to provide reliable classification results. Another important contribution 
is represented by detection using higher order cumulants, which is a method different from the one 
presented in D2.2 and allows detecting PMSE transmitters while LTE system continues 
communication in TVWS. 
 
The last contribution considers multi-node spectrum sensing. While the first part of this last 
contribution is dedicated to updates of multi-node spectrum sensing from D2.1, the second part is 
dedicated to wideband cooperative sensing and spectrum sensing optimization algorithms under 
different global and local system constraints. These algorithms can be therefore used to increase 
detection provided by local spectrum sensing algorithms. Simulation results are further presented 
in order to support this conclusion.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
As explained in the previous deliverables (e.g. D2.1 and D2.2), the scope of the study is to allow 
Secondary User (SU) access in the TVWS band occupied by licensed Primary Users (PU). In our 
scenarios we consider LTE-type SUs and PMSE/DVBT-type PUs. 
 
As being specified by 3GPP and also described in D2.2, the LTE system can be configured for 
different frequency bands: 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz, 20 MHz. Other details 
related to these configurations can be found in D2.2. We also recall that as presented in D2.2, 
numerical (QPSK) PMSE are currently using 400 kHz / 600 kHz while analogue (FM) PMSE use 
200 kHz. However, for DVB-T there are different possible configurations according to the channel 
being used: 5 MHz, 6 MHz, 7 MHz and 8 MHz. 
 
Table 1-1 shows an example of how the TV White Space (TVWS) bandwidth can be configured for 
LTE when a consecutive number of DVB-T channels is available.  
 

                        Number of DVB-T             
                                 Consecutive       
                                      Channels 
DVB-T 
Configuration 

1 2 3 

5 MHz 1 LTE 5 MHz 2 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 

3 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 
plus 1 LTE 5 MHz 

6 MHz 1 LTE 5 MHz 2 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 

3 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 
plus 1 LTE 5 MHz 

7 MHz 1 LTE 5 MHz 2 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 

4 LTE 5 MHz 
 
2 LTE 10 MHz 

8 MHz 1 LTE 5 MHz 3 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 
plus 1 LTE 5 MHz 

4 LTE 5 MHz 
 
2 LTE 10 MHz 

 

Table 1-1: Example of how the bandwidth can be configured for 5 MHz and 10 MHz LTE 
when consecutive DVB-T channels are available 

 
Table 1-2 shows an example of how the TVWS bandwidth can be configured for LTE when a 
consecutive number of PMSE channels is available.  
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                        Number of PMSE             
                                 Consecutive       
                                      Channels 
PMSE 
Configuration 

20 35 50 

200 kHz none 1 LTE 5 MHz 2 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 

400 kHz 1 LTE 5 MHz 2 LTE 5 MHz 
 
1 LTE 10 MHz 

4 LTE 5 MHz 
 
2 LTE 10 MHz 

 

Table 1-2: Example of how the bandwidth can be configured for 5 MHz and 10 MHz LTE 
when consecutive PMSE channels are available 

 
LTE Advanced (Release 10) is currently targeting data rates up to 1 Gbps which might be ideally 
achieved using contiguous or non-contiguous bandwidths of 100 MHz or more. Such a huge 
spectrum can be achieved only by considering a multi-carrier deployment, e.g. 5 carriers of 20 
MHz give a total of 100 MHz. For the given example, in order to increase the broadband access, 
the system would have to check how many 20 MHz bands are available. Definitely this would be a 
very complex task if such an LTE system would be deployed in TVWS because the sensing 
requirements and the total sensing time will increase with the total frequency band and the number 
of subcarrier being used.  
 
On the other hand, for single-carrier deployment in TVWS, the system would only have to check if 
the frequency band used by the LTE system is available or not. This means that the SU (LTE) 
system would have to verify if a band of 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz or 20 MHz is 
available or not, depending on its configuration. However, it is known that the performance of such 
a PU detection would increase by splitting the detection into smaller narrower bands. 
 

Therefore, we conclude that there are 2 possible definitions for multiband sensing: 

 

- Definition 1: the complete process where a sufficient large number of bands is sensed in 
order to achieve a broadband opportunistic access.  

 
- Definition 2: the complete process of sensing a sufficient wide band by splitting detection 

into smaller narrower bands. 

 
In both cases, from the point of view of sensing and classification, the detection time increases 
proportionally with the total number of analysed bands n. For example, for a single-detection 
architecture (also known as serial sensing and which is opposed to parallel sensing), sensing n 
consecutive bands will require approximately n times more detection as for the case when sensing 
is performed in only one band.  
 
Similarly to the previous discussion, the complexity of such a process is n times higher. Obviously, 
the less complex multi-band sensing algorithm is the one which is less complex from the single-
band point of view as well. This deliverable therefore studies and compares algorithms from the 
point of view of the complexity for single-band sensing. The complexity of algorithms which sense 
n bands would simply be n times higher. 
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On the other hand, for single-carrier deployment in TVWS, the system would only have to check 
how many consecutive PU bands (DVB-T or PMSE) are available. 

 

The rest of this deliverable is organised as follows. Section 2 presents sensing generalities as well 
as sensing requirements and the considerations of the SACRA indicators. Section 3 provides the 
latest results and updates of signal classification. Then, advanced single node spectrum sensing 
techniques are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 considers the complexity evaluation of the 
sensing algorithms in software implementation point of view. In Section 6, the common simulation 
platform is introduced and some comparative simulation results for single-node sensing are shown. 
In Section 7, multi-node spectrum sensing is discussed including also wide-band cooperative 
sensing and sensing optimisation considerations. Finally, Section 8 concludes this deliverable.  

 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT 
This document is the contribution of WP2.1 and WP2.2 from FP7 SACRA project. The purpose of 
the document is to evaluate and to compare the single-node sensing algorithms specified in D2.1 
and D2.2 from the point of view of SACRA indicators. The deliverable also presents the latest 
results regarding signal classification and cooperative sensing. The deliverable intends also to give 
useful inputs to WP5/6 in terms of the implementation complexity of the algorithms. 

 

1.2 DOCUMENT VERSIONS SHEET 

Version Date Description, modifications, authors 

0.1 20 January 2012 NTUK created Table of Contents 

0.2 02 February 2012 Improvement of ToC with respect to PhC from 25th 
of January 

0.3 10 February 2012 NTUK added FCC requirements to be used in the 
common framework 

0.4 16 March 2012 EURECOM added material to the sections 
dedicated to pilot based detection, compressed 
sensing and started the complexity evaluation for 
spectrum sensing 

0.5 20 March 2012 VTT added material to the section dedicated to 
Welch periodogram 

0.6 03 April 2012 EURECOM contribution to complexity evaluation 
(in Section 6) and to 7.1 and 7.2 

0.7 06 April 2012 NTUK added material to the sections regarding 
updates on classification (i.e. improved 
classification based on exclusion of unreliable 
nodes) and wideband sensing. 

0.8 17 April 2012 NTUK final contribution to classification, and multi-
node spectrum sensing. Review of D2.5. 
EURECOM updates. 

0.9 19 April 2012 Review of Tapio Rautio (VTT) 

0.95 23 April 2012 NTUK brushed the text before the last review. 

0.99 23 April 2012 Review by Renaud Pacalet (IT) 

0.100 24 April 2012 Review by Renaud Pacalet (IT) 

0.101 24 April 2012 Review by Renaud Pacalet (IT) 

0.102 25 April 2012 NTUK reply to Renaud’s comments 
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1.0 03 May 2012 Integrated comments from all partners. Compiled 
the final version. 
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2 SENSING GENERALITIES WITH RESPECT TO STATE OF 
THE ART 

The goal of this section is to recall the drawbacks of classical sensing techniques, to present the 
sensing requirements to be used in this deliverable and to briefly describe the SACRA indicators to 
be used in this the rest of this document. 

 

2.1 DRAWBACKS OF CLASSICAL SENSING TECHNIQUES  
This section presents in a few paragraphs a short description of the algorithms already existent in 
technical literature. The goal of this section is to explain the drawbacks of the classical sensing 
techniques, without emphasizing on accurate algorithm description.  

 

2.1.1 Energy Detector  

The energy detection statistic is 
2

 iy , with y the received signal vector containing both noise 

and useful signal and where the index i is from 1 to length N. The detection statistics is simple to 
calculate and only requires N-1 additions and N complex multiplications. Note that only the 
calculation of the statistic is considered and the resources required to obtain accurate information 
of the noise statistic are not included in the complexity evaluation. However, it is important to 
mention that the drawback of the energy detection is the accuracy of the noise estimation used by 
the threshold. Under noise uncertainty the performance of the energy detector may be very low. 

 

2.1.2 Cyclostationary Detector 
A Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) is used to test the presence of a cyclic frequency with 
asymptotic constant false alarm rate (CFAR). The GLRT detection statistic is obtained as 

T

yyyy ryyrN )()( )(
1

  


 

(2.1)            

 
where N is the amount of observations and ryy is a vector containing the real and imaginary parts 

of the estimated cyclic autocorrelations, and T is the transpose operation. Please also note that 

)(


yyr  is a vector        
yyyy RR Im,Re

 
with  

yyR  the Cyclic Autocorrelation Function (CAF) of 

the received discrete-time complex valued signal r for cyclic frequency   and delay . 

Implementing the cyclostationary based detection requires an FFT processor, division by shifting, 
and a few multipliers. However, the GLRT statistic employed by equation (2.1) requires calculation 

of )(
1




yy , the inverse of the covariance matrix yy , which may be expensive from the point of 

view of the implementation.   
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Figure 2-1: Performance Comparison of Energy and Cyclostationary Detectors for 0.1 false 
alarm target probability. 

 

Figure 2-1 has been obtained for 1.12 ms sensing time, corresponding to 4 DVB-T symbols with 
224 μs useful symbol and a cyclic prefix ¼ of the useful symbol. A comparison with a CD with 2.8 
ms sensing time and a ED with different noise uncertainties has also been performed. When the 
ED is affected by noise uncertainty, we can easily observe 2 aspects: (1) the false alarm 
probability defers from target false alarm probability and (2) the detection probability considerably 
decreases. 

 

2.1.3 DVB-T Pilot Based Detector using Matched Filtering  
The matched filter is the optimum detector of a known signal in the presence of additive Gaussian 
noise. It is the linear filter that maximizes the SNR of the output. The major drawback behind using 
such a technique is that it is based on the use of high a priori knowledge of the received signal, 
which is totally unrealistic for PMSE signals.  

 

2.1.4 Algebraic Detector and its Variants  
This algorithm, as described in D2.1 and D2.2 suffers from noise uncertainty and its complexity 
gets higher as the chosen polynomial order modelling spectrum increases. The AD technique is 
diverging in high SNR regions and does suffer from high false alarm. One issue could be using it 
as a pre-processing de-noising block for energy detection. 

 

2.1.5 Welch Detector  
Just the same as in ED case, to work properly, Welch detector needs to get accurate noise level 
estimation. The performance of WD suffers a lot from noise uncertainty. Therefore, in practice, WD 
should be implemented with noise level estimation. Some example curves of how the noise 
uncertainty affects to the detection performance are shown in Figure 2-2. 

 

To efficiently use Welch detector, a priori knowledge about the PU signals has to be known. For 
example, the centre frequencies and bandwidths are essential to be known to achieve good 
performance. This information could be obtained from a pre-existent database.  
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Figure 2-2. Example of how noise uncertainty affects the detection performance. The 
simulation considers 4096 samples (M x Ls), target false alarm probability PFA=0.1 

[Hekkala11]. 

 

2.2 SENSING REQUIREMENTS BASED ON FCC REPORTS  
Herein we suppose that LTE Rx is used both for communication and detection/classification 
purposes. Two situations are therefore further described:  

(a) sensing/classification requirements when the LTE system uses a 5 MHz bandwidth and  

(b) sensing/classification requirements when the LTE system uses a 10 MHz bandwidth. 

 

In the following sections we have therefore derived SNRmin value from the minimum required 
detection power Pmin, filter bandwidth, noise density and Noise Figure (NF) which is a common 
amplification chain parameter. 

 

2.2.1 FCC ‘10 requirements with respect to 5 MHz LTE Configuration 
 

 Signal 
Bandwidth  

Pmin  Filter  

Bandwidth  

Noise 

Density (KT)  

NF  SNRmin  

DVB-T  

 

7.6 MHz  -114 dBm  3.84x2=7.68 
MHz=68.86 dBHz  

-174 dBm/Hz  7 dB  - 15.86 dB  

PMSE 

QPSK 

400 KHz  -104 dBm 

(from 200 kHz value) 

3.84x2=7.68 
MHz=68.86 dBHz  

-174 dBm/Hz  7 dB  - 5.86 dB  

PMSE 

FM 

200 KHz  -107 dBm  3.84x2=7.68 

MHz=68.86 dBHz  

-174 dBm/Hz  7 dB   - 8.86 dB  

Table 2-1: SNRmin for 5 MHz LTE configuration. 
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2.2.2 FCC ‘10 requirements with respect to 10 MHz LTE Configuration 
 

 Signal 
Bandwidth  

Pmin  Filter  

Bandwidth  

Noise 

Density (KT)  

NF  SNRmin  

DVB-T  

 

7.6 MHz  -114 dBm  3.84x4=15.36 
MHz=71.86 dBHz  

-174 dBm/Hz  7 dB  - 18.86 dB  

PMSE 

QPSK 

400 KHz  -104 dBm 

(from 200 kHz value) 

3.84x4=15.36 
MHz=71.86 dBHz  

-174 dBm/Hz  7 dB  - 8.86 dB  

PMSE 

FM 

200 KHz  -107 dBm  3.84x4=15.36 
MHz=71.86 dBHz  

-174 dBm/Hz  7 dB   -11.86 dB  

Table 2-2: SNRmin for 10 MHz LTE configuration.  

 

The sensing and classification requirements provided by Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are further used 
in Section 6 which is dedicated to performance comparison of all proposed algorithms. In Section 6 
we fixed the SNR value to SNRmin. In this way, we provided new comparison results based on 
representing the Detection Probability as a function of Sensing Time for a fixed SNR equal to 
SNRmin. 

 

2.3 SACRA INDICATORS 
As also explained in D2.2, the number of components is a parameter that should be considered by 
both WP2.1 and WP2.2, meaning that it should be considered as well in D2.5. However, the 
energy efficiency may be also dependent on the number of components. Therefore, the complexity 
of the algorithms can be used to evaluate in the same time two parameters: number of 
components and energy efficiency. As presented and explained in the appendix of D2.2, the best 
energy efficient algorithm is the one having least complexity.  

 

The table below resumes all SACRA indicators and their impact on D2.5: 

 

Indicator Impact of the indicator on D2.5  

Spectrum occupancy  Not the scope of D2.5   

Spectral efficiency  WP2.3, not the scope of D2.5 

Energy efficiency  Should be considered in D2.5 

Number of components  Should be considered in D2.5  

Table 2-3: SACRA indicators and their impact on D2.5.  

 

In this deliverable we consider the complexity of algorithms as evaluation parameter, since it is 
related to both number of components and energy efficiency. 
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However, different from the complexity study performed in D2.2, in D2.5 we compare the 
complexity of our algorithms when implemented using the library provided by WP5. Section 5 
therefore describes a more accurate complexity evaluation of sensing algorithms.  

 

While Section 5.1 presents a short overview of the Express MIMO architecture and software 
library, Section 5.2 presents the complexity of the algorithms in term of real-time implementation 
using specialized operators provided by the SACRA platform. After evaluating the complexity of 
our algorithms, in Section 5.2 we have also tried to evaluate the DSP processing time. 
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3 SENSING AND CLASSIFICATION  

 

The deliverable D2.5 is mainly dedicated to spectrum sensing techniques. However, the authors 
used this opportunity to recall the key differences between sensing and classification from SACRA 
point of view and to update the classification results. This section has therefore two goals: 

1. To present differences between the concept of sensing and the concept of 
classification (i.e., Section 3.1) 

2. To present updates of the classification results (i.e., Sections 3.2 and 3.3) 

It is also important to mention that classification is not compulsory performed only by the user 
equipments. It can be also performed by the base station, or it can be assisted by the base station. 

 

3.1 SENSING AND CLASSIFICATION GENERALITIES 
 

As explained in D2.2, this work assumes that prior to classification there is sensing: 

1. The SU verifies during a first step (i) if a frequency band (or communication channel) is 
available for opportunistic access, and  

2. During a second step (ii), if the frequency band (or communication channel) has been 
previously identified as free, SU may decide to use this frequency band (or 
communication channel) for his own purpose. 

 

However, since a primary user may start transmitting anytime, the identification becomes very 
difficult if the SU system continues to transmit, because a secondary receiver could detect its own 
secondary system rather than the primary user. This work therefore supposes that SU system 
embeds classification capabilities, allowing primary user discrimination from SU transmissions. 

 

Please note that the classification concept has been also used in other works, for example in 
[Habashna10], where the authors use classification in a context of cellular deployment and 
coexistence between WiMAX and LTE systems. It is important to mention that an alternative for 
classification is to use a technique employing Quiet Periods (QPs), and the advantage of this 
method would be that it requires a sensing algorithm similar to the ones used in [Panaitopol11], 
which are faster and less complex. However, as already explained in D2.2, such a technique using 
QP is very disadvantageous for Quality of Service (QoS) reasons. 

 

The idea described in this work therefore applies in the context of incumbent identification without 
Quiet Period when secondary system is communicating. This concept is further exemplified for a 
use case where an eNB continues to transmit, while a User Equipment (UE) decodes and 
classifies in the same time. 
 
However, simulation results show that when cyclostationarity is used, exclusion of nodes based on 
received SNRLTE is compulsory. The next section is further dedicated to this concept and to the 
proposed solution. 
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3.2 RELIABLE CLASSIFICATION BASED ON EXCLUSION OF SENSING 
NODES 

 

The proposed solution is the exclusion of sensing UEs (used as Sensing Nodes SNs) for reliable 
collaborative PU (DVB-T or PMSE) classification. Only UEs that meet the detection/classification 
requirements are used. 

 
The idea is to exclude nodes that receive high SNRLTE. In previous works related to cooperative 
sensing networks, the exclusion is based on the SNR received from the primary user (SNRPU) and 
not from the secondary user (SNRSU or SNRLTE in our case). For example, in the paper [Wu10], 
before performing the fusion, the authors are weighting decisions upon the received SNRPU. 

 

3.2.1 Proposed Solution 

 

The solution is described in Figure 3-1 as follows: 

 

1. The design-time process allows obtaining a database.  
 

a. For a given sensing time and for a given primary user PU, the database obtained through 
simulation indicates the probability of detection (which in other alternatives can be also 
named probability of identification or classification) with respect to Signal to Noise Ratio 
(i.e., SNR) of the PU.  
 

b. However, depending on the received SNR of the Secondary User (SNRLTE), the database 
will contain multiple sets of data or graphs. 

 
2. The Run-time process performs  

 
a. an LTE SNR estimation process (or receives it from the network or from other user)  

 
b. a signal classification using for example Cyclic Autocorrelation Function (CAF)  

 
 

c. The steps 1, 2a and 2b are feeding a reliability checking module which takes into 
consideration the regulation constraints 
 

d. If after the Reliability Checking block a Sensor Node or Classification Device (e.g. UE) 
does not meet the sensing requirements for a given estimated SU SNR, one could decide 
the exclusion of unreliable SNs. 
 

1. However, an option would be to modify (increase or decrease) the acquisition 
time in order to exclude (less or more) unreliable SNs.  

2. Another option would be to directly use the decisions of reliable SNs for a 
decision fusion. 
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Figure 3-1: Design-time process and Run-time process representation 

 

Other examples for databases obtained through simulation can be found below: 

1. Data base obtained for DVB-T classification with 250 ms classification time.  

 

Figure 3-2: 250 ms Classification Time. 

 

In Figure 3-2 we have represented 4 curves for different SNRLTE and 3 regulator requirements 
corresponding to the following SNRmin values: -18,86 dB, -15.86 dB and -12,86 dB (which will 
correspond to a Noise Figure NF=4 instead of 7 dB). 
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2. Data base obtained for DVB-T classification with 50 ms classification time.  

 

Figure 3-3: 50 ms Classification Time. 

 

In Figure 3-3 we have represented 3 curves for different SNRLTE and 2 regulator requirements 
corresponding to the following SNRmin values: -15.86 dB and -12,86 dB (which will correspond to a 
Noise Figure NF=4 instead of 7 dB). 

3. Data base obtained for QPSK (without RRC), with 250 ms classification time.  

 

Figure 3-4: 250 ms Classification Time – QPSK without Root Raised Cosine (RRC) filter. 

 

In Figure 3-4 we have represented 3 curves for different SNRLTE and 2 regulator requirements 
corresponding to the following SNRmin values: -8.86 dB and -5,86 dB. 
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4. Data base obtained for QPSK (with RRC), with 250 ms classification time.  

 

Figure 3-5: 250 ms Classification Time – QPSK with RRC. 

 

In Figure 3-5 we have represented 3 curves for different SNRLTE and 2 regulator requirements 
corresponding to the following SNRmin values: -8.86 dB and -5,86 dB. 

5. Data base obtained for FM classification with 250 ms classification time.  

 

Figure 3-6: 250 ms Classification Time – FM. 

 

In Figure 3-6 we have represented 5 curves for different SNRLTE and 2 regulator requirements 
corresponding to the following SNRmin values: -11.86 dB and -8,86 dB. 
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3.2.2 Implementation example 

 

One alternative supposes that LTE SNR estimation is performed just after the SU system is 
deployed in TVWS. In this context, prior to classification there is sensing and the system in being 
deployed in TVWS only if the PU is not transmitting in TVWS. Therefore, one can assume that LTE 
SNR is estimated before the apparition of the PU. 

 

Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 are explaining the message exchange chart and the order of the 
operations before and after PU starts communicating. 

 

 

Figure 3-7: Message exchange chart when PU is not present. 
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Figure 3-8: Message exchange chart after PU starts communicating. 

 

3.2.3 Benefit of the solution  
 

One can easily identify at least 3 advantages of the proposed solution. The first advantage is that 
the solution excludes nodes which are not reliable. Other advantages are that the proposed 
method increases the classification reliability and of course the incumbent protection. 

 

The system may decide to split the detection/classification bandwidth in several sub-bands as in 
[Milosevic11] till reaching the granularity of the transmitter or of the narrow-band transmitter (e.g. 
PMSE). As shown in [Milosevic11], this will increase the detection performance. However, such a 
method will require higher classification time if the tasks are not distributed between several 
sensing nodes.  

 

3.3 SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION USING HIGHER ORDER CUMULANTS 
 

This section presents a technique which is adequate only for non-OFDM transmitter identification, 
and for the same scenario as described in Section 3.2. 
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3.3.1 Cumulants and Higher Order Cumulants 
 

We denote X  a zero-mean complex random variable (   0XE ). Please note that for a circular 

random variable X or a circular signal,   02 XE , which might simplify further several equations. 

Cumulants are known statistical tools [Swami00] [Renard10], however orders higher than 4 are 
difficult to compute. To the best of our knowledge, the literature does not even provide exact 
expressions for higher order cumulants. 

 

Further, the cumulants are represented by 
conjugateofnbnC __,  

where n is the order and 

nb_of_conjugate is the number of conjugates used to compute the cumulant. Please note that for 
higher number of conjugations than n/2, we obtain the conjugate of the cumulants with number of 
conjugations less than n/2. Therefore, we decided not to present them in this deliverable. 

 

Cumulants are described by the following equations: 

 

o Second order cumulants with 0 conjugate and 1 conjugate are described by: 
 

 2

0,2 XEC   
(3.1) 

   2*

1,2 XEXXEC   
(3.2) 

 
o Third order cumulants with 0 and 1 conjugates are described by: 

 
 XXXEC 0,3  

(3.3) 

 *

1,3 XXXEC            

(3.4) 
 

o Fourth order cumulants with 0, 1 and 2 conjugates are described by: 

   224

0,4 3 XEXEC   

(3.5) 

              
     **3

****

1,4

3 XXEXXEXXE

XXEXXEXXEXXEXXEXXEXXXXEC





 

(3.6) 
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     222

24

2222*4

********

2,4

2 XEXEXE

XEXEXEXEXXEXXEXE

XXEXXEXXEXXEXXEXXEXXXXEC







 

(3.7) 

 

o  Fifth order: 
 

     XXXEXXEXXXXXEC 100,5   
(3.8) 

         ***

1,5 64 XXXEXXEXXXEXXEXXXXXEC   

(3.9)
 

 

     

       ****

****

2,5

36 XXXEXXEXXXEXXE

XXXEXXEXXXXXEC





 

(3.10) 
 

o Sixth order: 
 

         23

0,6 103015 XXXEXXEXXXXEXXEXXXXXXEC 
 

(3.11) 
 

         
       *2*

***

1,6

305

1010

XXEXXEXXXXEXXE

XXXEXXXEXXXXEXXEXXXXXXEC





 

(3.12) 

 

             

             **2*2***2

********

2,6

46246

68

XXXEXXXEXXXEXXEXXEXXEXXE

XXXXEXXEXXXXEXXEXXXXEXXEXXXXXXEC





(3.13) 

 

         
           

     3**2

*********

*********

3,6

1218

93

93

XXEXXEXXE

XXXEXXXEXXXEXXXEXXXXEXXE

XXXXEXXEXXXXEXXEXXXXXXEC







 

(3.14) 
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o Eight order: 
 

         

           2234224224

35268

0,8

56042063035

5628

XEXEXEXEXEXE

XEXEXEXEXEC




 

(3.15) 
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(3.16) 
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(3.17) 

 

With finite observation samples, we can estimate the different order cumulants: 





N

k
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(3.18) 
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Please note that for other cumulants the same reasoning can be used. In Table 3-1 we have 
presented values of the cumulants for different types of modulations including QPSK, FM and 
OFDM. For comparison purposes we have also considered a complex noise. The values from the 
table are theoretical and are representing the cumulants for pure signals with normalized variance 
(all the variances have been normalized to 1). 

 

 Noise BPSK QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM FM OFDM 

C2 , 0  0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

C2 , 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

C3 , 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C3 , 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C4 , 0  0 -2 -1  -0 .68  -0.6192  -1.5  0 

C4 , 1  0 -2 0 0 0 -1 .5  0 

C4 , 2  0 -2 -1  -0 .68  -0.619  -1.5  0 

C5 , 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C5 , 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C5 , 2  0 0 0 0 1.797 0 0 

C6 , 0  0 16 0 0 0 10 0 

C6 , 1  0 16 4 2.08 1.797 10 0 

C6 , 2  0 16 0 0 -11.5  10 0 

C6 , 3  0 16 4 2.08 -11.5  10 0 
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C8 , 0  0 -272 -34 -13.98  -11.5  -144.375  0 

C8 , 2  0 -272 -34 -13.98  0 -144.375  0 

C8 , 4  0 -272 -34 -13.98  1 -144.375  0 

 

Table 3-1: Theoretical values of cumulants for: BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, FM, OFDM. 

From the Table 3-1 we can notice that except BPSK and FM which are not complex, C2,1=0. 
Surprisingly, OFDM signal is almost Gaussian and except for OFDM, the values of the cumulants 
can be used for signal classification. 
 

3.3.2 Classification of PMSE based on Higher Order Cumulant 
 

When an LTE system operates in TVWS, it must detect PMSE Tx while continuing transmitting in 
the concerned channel, so there is the need to detect PMSE signal mixed with LTE signal (and 
noise). As seen in D2.1, D2.2 and Section 3.2 from the current D2.5, the energy variations are not 
sufficient to decide if the sudden environmental change is from SU or PU. This section therefore 
proposes to use feature variation given by Higher Order Cumulant (HOC) in order to decide if the 
sudden environmental change is from PMSE PU. 

 

This method can be therefore used as an alternative for the classification methods proposed in 
D2.2, but it can work only to classify non-OFDM signals mixed with noise and OFDM. However, 
the advantage of this method is that it is less complex and completely blind. 

 

In the following implementation example we compare the HOC computed for a certain 
classification period with a previous HOC computed during another classification period. The 
process therefore resumes to comparing HOC((n+1)Tc) with HOC(nTc) where Tc is classification 
time. 

 

The process can be further resumed in two parts: 

1. The time-domain (sampled) signal is normalized in order to alleviate the impact of 
power variation on HOC value (the variance of the normalized signal equals 1). 

2. HOC is applied on time-domain normalized signals from step 1. As seen also in Figure 
3-9 HOC of LTE (OFDM) is not dependant on the received power while HOC of PMSE 
(xPSK, FM or n-QAM) depends on the received power. 
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Figure 3-9: HOC (C4,2) in terms of SINR PMSE at 2 instants: LTE plus noise (instant n) and 
LTE plus noise plus PMSE (instant n+1) - for 10 ms (blue) and 50 ms (red), 1000 kHz (lower 

triangle) and 7000 kHz (upper triangle) 

 

As explained in Figure 3-9, at instant n we have represented the HOC for LTE plus Noise only, and 
at instant n+1 we have represented the apparition of FM with 1000kHz, 7000kHz for 10ms and 
50ms detection time, as the function of the received Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 
(SINR). As expected, the detection score increases with the received FM power. 

 

The process is periodical, classification period Tc covers sampling, normalization and HOC 
computation, and detection of non-OFDM transmitters is based on comparing HOC((n+1)Tc) with 
HOC(nTc). Graphical results of these methods are provided in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11. 
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Figure 3-10: Classification probability of QPSK in terms of SINR, for different configurations 
and classification periods. 

 

In Figure 3-10 we have performed simulations for HOC = C4,2, with classification period Tc 250 ms, 
50 ms and 10 ms respectively. The sampling frequency equals 4 x 3.84 MHz (corresponding to 
10MHz LTE configuration), QPSK has been considered with 0.1 and 0.9 roll-off factors. From 
these results we can find that the classification time increases the classification probability and that 
there is no important impact of classifying QPSK with different roll-off factors. Also, we can see that 
the FCC requirements from Section 2.2 can still be respected. 

 

Figure 3-11: Classification probability of FM in terms of SINR, for different configurations 
and classification periods. 
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From these results we can find that the classification time increases the classification probability 
and that there is no important impact of classifying FM with different carrier frequency. Also, we 
can see that the FCC requirements from Section 2.2 can still be respected. The false alarm 
probability when SINR PMSE is very low seems to be higher than the previous classification 
method presented in D2.2. However, one can easily consider a comparison margin Δ which can 
considerably decrease the false alarms. The main advantage of this method is that is completely 
blind.  
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4 ADVANCED SINGLE NODE SPECTRUM SENSING 
TECHNIQUES 

 

The goal of this section is to present and to describe improvements of sensing algorithms with 
respect to current state of the art. Following the discussion from Section 2.1, this section presents 
several advanced single node spectrum sensing techniques which have been developed by 
SACRA and further compared in terms of performance and evaluated from the complexity point of 
view in Section 5. 

 

4.1 PILOT BASED DETECTION  
 
In order to estimate the channel conditions, some predefined pseudo-noise sequences are 
integrated in the transmitted signal. These are known as “pilot” sequences. Alternatively, in 
multicarrier transmissions such as DVB-T some subcarriers may be dedicated for transmitting pilot 
signals. Pilot signals may be scattered over the subcarriers and over the time depending on the 
coherence time and coherence bandwidth of typical channel. The PU standards are usually known 
and these sequences are defined correspondingly. Based on the knowledge of these sequences 
various detection algorithms can be defined. 

Let us assume that the transmitted signal  N

=n
nx

1
)(  consists of a known “pilot” part  N

=n
nm

1
)(  and 

unknown “information” part  N

=n
nw

1
)( , i.e. 

 

....1,2)()()( N,,=n,nm+nw=nx                                      

(4.1) 

where N is the length of the transmitted signal. Since the sequence  N

=n
nm

1
)(  is known we can 

define a test statistics in the following way 

 

  .)()( 


nmnx=θΛ
θN

θ=n

CP

                                                       

 (4.2)

 

 

The parameter θ is used in this case for synchronization to the received signal in time domain. 

Usually the pilot sequences are periodical with some period N. Thus the search for θ should be 

over one period. The test statistics  θΛCP  should have a clear “peak” value when we have 

synchronization between the received sequence and the pilot sequence. Thus we can define  

 

  CP1N0,1,2,...,θCP max=Λ  ,     

(4.3) 

 

as it has been done in [Danev10]. Taking the maximum real part, i.e.   
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    θΛmax=Λ CP1N0,1,2,...,θCP  ,     

(4.4) 

 

is also a possible choice that outperforms the previous one in many cases [Danev10].  

 

4.2 COMPRESSED SENSING  
 

The material provided in this section is fully described in [Guibene11] and [Moussavinik10]. First, 

let us give an introduction on compressive sensing. Let 
Nx R  be a signal with expansion in an 

orthonormal basis   as  

 

1,0,=),(=)(
1

0=




Ntttx jj

N

j

   

(4.5) 

 

To use convenient matrix notations we can write the decomposition as =x  where   is the 

NN   matrix with the waveforms j  as rows. Equivalently, x*=   where *  denotes 

conjugate transpose of  . A signal x  is sparse in the   basis if the coefficient sequence   is 

supported on a small set. We say that a vector   is S -sparse if its support 0}:{ jj   is of 

cardinality less or equal to S  [Guibene11]. Consider that we would like to recover all the N  

coefficients of x , vector  , from measurements y  about x  of the form  

1,0,=],[=,=
1

0=

 


Mmnxxy mn

N

n

mm   

(4.6) 

or  

 

  === xy   

(4.7) 

where we are interested in the case NM = , and the rows of the NM   sensing matrix   are 

incoherent with the columns of  . Then it is shown that signal x  can accurately and sometimes 

exactly be recovered, considering that the recovered signal x̂  is given by ̂=ˆ x , and ̂  is the 

solution to the convex optimization program  

 

yl
N

=~=~ subject to||~||min
1~





R

  

(4.8) 

where |~|:=||~||
1=1

j

N

jl   . The compressed sensing (CS) theory states that there exists a 

measuring factor 1>c  such that only cSM =  incoherent measurements y  are needed to recover 
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x  with high probability. We also have to mention that except 
1l -minimization solution other 

methods, such as greedy algorithms, aim at recovering the sparse signals .  

 

In case of noisy measurements, i.e., exy = , where e  is noise with 
2

|||| le , is solution to: 

 







21~

||~||subject to||~||min ll
N

y
R

  

(4.9) 

recovers the sparse signal with an error at most proportional to the noise level.  

 

Each single radio sends the compressed observations to the fusion centre. In the fusion centre the 
observations from each radio are processed separately by an algebraic approach to produce the 
detection result from each radio. Later, we explain how the detection results from all radios make 
the final detection of spectrum holes. 

 

We are interested in doing the spectrum holes detection using algebraic approach directly from the 
compressed measurements without reconstructing the original signal itself. For this reason we 
must find out the appropriate sensing matrix according to the detection technique. The proposed 
detection technique is a linear algebraic algorithm. This technique uses the Fourier transform of 
the observed signal to detect the occupied frequency bands in the observed spectrum. Therefore 
the compressed measurements of the observed signal must keep the linearity and properties of 
the original signal in order to apply the detection algorithm successfully on the compressed 
measurements. We can easily show that any row vector of the sensing matrix is a Dirac function, 
that is, only one column of each row is nonzero. To generate the sensing matrix we can start from 

generating T  matrix by randomly selecting M  columns of an identity matrix NI . The sensing 

matrix,  , is given by transpose of T , where the columns of the sensing matrix are unit-normed.  

   

This form of sensing matrix gives us the opportunity to use the compressed measurements from 
each radio directly as input to the algebraic detection algorithm in the fusion centre and thus 
avoiding the computation complexity of reconstructing the original signal. Radios can have a 
similar sensing matrix, but we choose a separate random sensing matrix for each radio. 

 

4.3 WELCH DETECTOR WITH NOISE ESTIMATION  
 

Welch detector (WD) can be seen as a generalisation of the energy detector. It is based on the 
detection of the energy of the received signal via Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). It is a 
modification of a basic periodogram. The WD attempts to improve the statistical properties of the 
periodograms by dividing the received data sequence into segments and performing averaging 
over the segments. Using the WD, the signal energy can be measured in the sub-bands of interest 
simultaneously. In addition, it enables to estimate the energy of the noise from the regions where 
the signal is less predominant. More details on the WD can be found in D2.1 and [Hekkala11].  

 

As already mentioned, the WD has been introduced in D2.1. It was noticed afterwards that the 
mathematical formulation of the WD was not fully clear. Therefore the equations of the WD have 
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been rewritten and the updated formulations are shown here. In addition, the idea of using the WD 
for noise level estimation is introduced in this deliverable.  

 

Considering the WD, we have the received signal y(n) with 1<n<M×Ls is decomposed in M 
segments, where Ls is the length of each segment i.e. the length of the FFT to be used in the WD. 
For sensing purposes it is not reasonable to use zero padding in the FFT. Therefore, for 
complexity reasons, we limit Ls to powers of two, which in turn limits the available sensing time to 
some predetermined values. We define the elements of the YM×Ls signal matrix as follows 

 

))1((),( sLmlylmY        

(4.10) 

 

where l = 1, … Ls, and m = 1, … M. Moreover, vector Ym is the mth row of Y, i.e.  

 

 ),(),...,2,(),1,( sm LmYmYmYY       

 (4.11) 

 

Then, the FFT is performed over Ls samples of Ym, and the component-wise squared modulus of 
the FFT output are averaged over the M segments. Therefore, the output vector Fy of the WD is 
given by:  
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(4.12) 

 

The average signal energy in the band of interest or in the assumed signal band are: 
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(4.13) 

 

where fi,offset is the normalized (integer) centre frequency of the ith assumed primary signal.  

 

It has been shown that the WD improves the energy estimate. However, to use this improved 
energy estimate for a detection process, we need a statistical test. Therefore, we further consider a 
statistical test based on energy detection [Maleki10], [Panaitopol11], where the received power is 
compared with a predefined detection threshold γ: 

 

  2122
wFAw

s

PQ
ML

         

(4.14) 
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where 
2
w  is the noise variance, PFA is the target false alarm probability, and 

1Q  is the inverse of 

the Q  function defined as   2/15.0)( terftQ  . We note that an accurate knowledge of the noise 

variance is needed to compute the threshold value  , otherwise the noise estimation uncertainty 

affects the detection performance. This effect is illustrated by Figure 2-2 where a few example 
curves (probability of detection PD vs. SNR) are shown. We clearly see that a wrong computed 
threshold value affects both the PD and the real PFA (which is different from the target PFA).  

 

Figure 4-1 shows an example of noiseless signal spectra of single carrier QPSK and multicarrier 
OFDM signals. This further clarifies how the WD can be used for spectrum sensing. Several 
different signals can be detected in the larger band, possibly simultaneously. To use this sensing 
approach, a priori knowledge of the PU signal characteristics (e.g. bandwidth and centre 
frequency) is necessary. This information can be obtained from the pre-existent database.  

 

 

Figure 4-1. Noiseless signal spectra in relation to L showing also noise energy estimation 
intervals [Hekkala11]. 

 

As already discussed in Section 2, it is important to have a precise knowledge of the noise level at 
the receiver when using the sensing methods based on the detection of the energy e.g. ED or WD.  

 

In addition to sensing simultaneously several sub bands, WD can also be used for noise energy 
estimation in the same way. The noise level estimation can be performed in the regions where the 
signal is less predominant. As discussed above, the PU signals are known a priori. Therefore, the 
noise level can be estimated from the regions between the bands of the PUs. I.e. in the frequency 
domain regions where the PU signal power is very low compared to the noise power (see Figure 
4-1).  
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The noise is estimated with the same WD approach: 
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(4.15) 

 

where fn,offset is the normalized (integer) centre frequency of the nth assumed noise bandwidth, Bn is 
the total number of bands where we estimate the noise, Ln is the length of each one. We calculate 
Fw just as in (4.3). We can choose Ln, for example, in the regions where the useful signal is less 
than -20 dBs from the peak. Therefore, we can compute the total noise variance of all frequency 

bands from adjacent estimation bands such as swwtot LR /2
,  . The variance of the noise in one L 

region is therefore swtotw LL /2
,

2  . Using (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), we get the statistical test to detect 

the useful signal as follows: ),,(/ 2

, sFAwsiy MLPLR  . 

 

The complexity of the WD decreases with the size of the FFT (Ls) [Hekkala11]. This is the case 
even if we keep the sensing time (M x Ls) constant. Note that all the other parameters in the WD 
have to be adjusted accordingly. Using larger Ls, more accurate estimates of the frequency domain 
spectrum is achieved. However, we note that smaller accuracy would be enough for spectrum 
sensing. We show below that the sensing performances will be about the same regardless of the 
used Ls. See Figure 4-2 where two example curves using two different Ls (64 and 512) are shown. 
In the figure, we have used two different sensing times (Ts). The complexity of all the sensing 
algorithms is discussed in detail in Section 5. 

 

 

Figure 4-2. PD vs. SNR with different Ls in Rayleigh channel using common simulation 
platform. 
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5 COMPLEXITY EVALUATION OF SENSING ALGORITHMS 

 

The complexity analysis of sensing algorithms determines the clock cycles and energy 
consumption by the algorithm when in operation. In this deliverable, the complexity requirements 
are analyzed in a real-time environment. This ensures that the input signal is processed at the rate 
it is received and that the highest possible decision rate is defined by the sample rate and number 
of samples required for the decision. Additionally, the analysis in a real-time environment sets a 
stringent constraint on the computation capacity required for each of the algorithms. However, it 
makes the comparison of the algorithm complexity consistent, and may reveal implementation 
bottlenecks, such as extremely high power consumption, which makes it unfeasible to use the 
algorithms in mobile environment. For example, a software program for a signal processor can be 
used for computing very complicated algorithms on the data stored to memory. However, the time 
required for computing can be long or vary. Thus the power consumption and amount of hardware 
required is difficult to estimate. In a real-time environment, the decisions are always obtained at 
certain pace and the required resources are quite well defined. 

 

5.1 COMPLEXITIES OF COMPUTING UNIT IMPLEMENTATIONS  
In the context of SACRA project, three selected spectrum sensing algorithms will be executed in 
the Front End Processor (FEP) component of the ExpressMIMO architecture. FEP is the vector 
processor of ExpressMIMO and it also computes Fourier transforms. We will use the 
ExpressMIMO software library (libembb). This library is the 100% accurate model of the functional 
behaviour of the ExpressMIMO hardware baseband processor. Applications built on top of libembb 
run on a Linux box, Windows under Cygwin and MacOS-X. The same applications will also run on 
the hardware platform with exactly the same outputs but then, the actual hardware accelerators will 
be used instead of their software model. In this section, we will define and discuss the computation 
block implementations and we will present a comparison of implementation complexities of 
aforementioned computing units. More details about these operations are given in D5.1 and D5.2. 

 

FEP operations take one or two input vectors, X and Y, and output one vector Z. A set of five 
scalar results, collectively referred to as the « S values », can optionally be also computed on all 
operations but Fourier transforms: the sum, max, argmax, min and argmin of the output vector Z. 
Other parameters are used to alter the default behaviour and offer many variations around the 
basic operations. Table 5-1 lists the description of the different operations (i.e. component wise 
addition of two vectors (CWA), component wise product of two vectors (CWP), component wise 
square of modulus of one vector (CWM), move of one vector (MOV), component-wise look-up 
table (CWL) and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) operation (FT)). X is the first input vector, Y is 
the second (if any) and Z is the output vector. FEP processes real or complex vectors based on 
finite length integers. Computations are performed with limited accuracy and the actual outputs are 
integer approximations of the exact results. 

   

Despite its somehow misleading name, the MOV operation does not necessarily preserve the read 
values because of the type conversion and value modifications both at read and write times. It can 
thus be used to modify a vector. It can also be used to compute the S values of a vector. 
 
The Discrete Fourier Transform         of a     -components vector   is also a  -
components vector and is defined as: 
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(5.2) 

 
In FEP, the DFT computation is performed in fixed point precision and this definition holds only 
modulus the computation accuracy. 
 
In FEP the throughput of all vector operation (that is, all operations but Fourier transforms) is two 
components per clock cycle. Some extra cycles are added for initialization and termination. The 
number of clock cycles taken by a vector operation is 
 

⌊
   

 
⌋         

    (5.3) 
 
where     when the optional S-value are computed, else     and     for the CWL operation 

if the optional linear interpolation is enabled, else    . 
 
For FT operations, FEP embeds two pipelined hardware radix-4 units (that can also be used as 
double DFT2 units, as already explained). They deliver a total throughput of two radix-4 (or four 

DFT2) computation per cycle. In the worst case (       or       ) there are 6 stages. Each 

stage is computed sequentially, 8 components per cycle, leading to 
 

 
 cycles per stage and 

⌈       ⌉ 
 

 
  cycles per DFT        . A       -points DFT thus takes 6 x 512 = 3072 clock 

cycles while an    -points DFT takes about 2 x 1 = 2 clock cycles. Some extra cycles are added 
for initialization and termination of each FT stage.  

 

Table 5-1 summarizes the clock cycles needed for each operation (add one if S-values are 
computed). 

 

Operation Description Clock Cycles 

CWA Z[i] = X[i] + Y [i] ⌊
   

 
⌋     

CWP Z[i] = X[i] x Y [i] ⌊
   

 
⌋     

CWM Z[i] = |X[i]|2 ⌊
   

 
⌋     
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MOV Z[i] = X[i] ⌊
   

 
⌋     

CWL (    if linear 
interpolation) 

Z[i] = Y[X[i]] ⌊
   

 
⌋           

FT (    )           (   
 

 
)  ⌊

   

 
⌋ 

 

Table 5-1: Operation, description and clock cycles. 

 

The clock counts in table 5-1 are indeed Initialization Intervals (II) that is, the minimum number of 
clock cycles between the beginning of the considered operation and the beginning of any following 
operation. Based on these counts, the minimum computation time of an algorithm can be 
accurately computed. 

 

The next section introduces the main functional blocks used in algorithm implementation. The 
resources needed in the implementation of each block form the basis for algorithm resource usage 
evaluation. 

 

5.2 COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS 
 

This section evaluates the complexity of the sensing algorithms introduced in D2.1 and D2.2. We 
recall that the computation of the detection statistics is discussed in D2.2. The complexities of the 
algorithms are compared based on the required operations needed to obtain the detection statistic. 
In this section, area requirements and power consumption can be approximated based on the 
required operations.  

 

All the comparisons are based on the real-time constraint. However, not all algorithms are suitable 
for a real-time implementation as the algorithms have excessive amount of calculations that cannot 
be pipelined feasibly. The real-time implementation is not necessarily the most efficient. However, 
real-time implementation obtains the result in a certain amount of clock cycles regardless of the 
system load. In comparison, a software system can store all the input values in memory, and 
afterwards, the operations are executed. The results are obtained after computation depending on 
the resources available. 

 

Each sensing algorithm is introduced more thoroughly in D2.2 and only the detection statistics 
under comparison are discussed briefly in this document. 

 

This section compares the complexity of the algorithms depending on the required operations and 
computing units required to obtain the detection statistic. In order to compare different algorithms, 
the operating conditions must be chosen. In this document, the complexity of different design 
algorithms is performed using operations detailed in Section 5.1.  
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Table 5-2, presents the required operations of each algorithm. The complexity study was detailed 
in D2.2. The comparison could be more accurate as multiplications and additions are only part of 
the operations required in the implementation. For example, certain algorithms require calculation 
of logarithms and other complex operations. Also the search operation implementation 
requirements are not included in the comparison.  

 

Detector Multiplication Addition 

Energy Detector 
(ED)  

2N+4 2N+1 

Cyclostationary  
based Detector 
(Single Cycle 
and Multicycle) 
(CD) 

 

(8K+4Klog2N+8)N
+KLw 

 

(6K+6Klog2N
+4)+7KLw -3K 

DVB-T Pilot 
Detector (PD) 

4N(Nc+Nd) N+θ  

Welch Detector 
(WD) 

(3M/2)log2(N/M)+2N  15M/4)log2(N/
M)+2N-1  

Algebraic 
Detector (AD) 

PN²log2(N) PNlog2(N) 

 

Table 5-2: Comparison of required operations for different detectors. 
 
For Table 5-2, we assume that the number of received samples during the sensing period is N. 
The length of the OFDM block is Nd and the cyclic prefix is Nc. The parameters used to obtain the 
energy consumption are mostly the same as used in D2.2’s complexity review (i.e. where the case 
of detection is for the 8 MHz DVB-T signal). For GLRT, Lw is the window length used for Multicycle 
CD and K is the number of cyclic frequencies and is equal to 7. 
 
As far as the AD is concerned, P represents the polynomial order approximating the actual 
spectrum amplitude. 
 
Table 5-3, represents the comparison of the required computing unit for each algorithm 
 

Detector CWA CWP CWM MOV CWL FFT 

ED 0 0 1 0 0 0 

DVB-T Pilot 0 1 0 0 0 0 

CD 0 6 0 3 1 1 

WD 0 0 1 0 0 1 

AD 1 P+4 0 4 0 1 

 

Table 5-3: Required computing operations for different detectors. 
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As an example, to compute the clock cycles of equation (2.1) we need: 

 MOV: to calculate  ̂  
  

 MOV: to calculate  ̂  
   

 CWP: to compute  ̂  
    ̂  

  

 CWP: to compute   ̂   

 CWP: to compute   ̂   ̂  
    ̂  

  

Comparisons in Table 5-2, and Table 5-3, can be summarized as follows. The number of 
operations and implementations of ED is well defined. ED can be computed in one single CWM 
operation instead of one CWP followed by a MOV. Therefore, the estimates for power and area 
consumption can be considered to be relatively accurate. For the DVB-T Pilot detector, the number 
of operations and implementation of the test statistic is also well defined. This detector requires 
synchronization with the PU (while the other algorithms don't) and this is the most important part of 
its complexity. But it is neglected in this document as we assume the SU is already synchronized 

).0( θ  

 

However, the resources required for the search operation are not included in the results of Table 5-
2. In contrast, the search operation is modelled as a memory element and included in the results 
presented in Table 5-3. 

 

For the WD and AD, the estimated results are provided based on the most accurate estimates 
available. However, these algorithms contain complicated operations such as matrix inversion and 
logarithm, that are well suited for processor implementation, but the implementation as a hardware 
accelerator is very complex. Therefore, the estimates of the required resources are not as accurate 
as for the ED, CD, and DVB-T Pilot detector. 

 

The following values are used in the comparison: N=91429, L=2048, Td=2048, Tc=512. M is the 
number of segments used by WD and is equal to 45 and P is the polynomial order for AD equal to 

2. In this document, we assume that 0θ , the synchronization parameter to the received signal in 

time domain. 
 

Detector 
DSP Processing 

time (fs= 100 MHz) 
DSP Processing 

time (fs= 200 MHz) 
DSP Processing 

time (fs= 500 MHz) 
DSP Processing 

time (fs= 1000 MHz) 

ED 457,27 µs 228,635 µs 91,45 µs 45.72 µs 

DVB-T Pilot 914,52 µs 457,26 µs 182,90 µs 91.45 µs 

CD 6421,14 µs 3210,57 µs 1284,22 µs 642.11 µs 

WD 3147,22 µs 1573,61 µs 629,44 µs 314,72 µs 

AD 5847,08 µs 2923,54 µs 1169,41 µs 584,70 µs 

 

Table 5-4: Required processing time for different detectors. 

 
Table 5-4 shows the DSP Processing time for each detector using a system frequency equal to 
100 MHz, 200 MHz, 500 MHz and 1000 MHz. From this table we conclude that the CD and AD 
detectors are the most complex among all, while ED, WD and DVB-T Pilot detectors are the least 
complex among them. 
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We see that WD is more complex than e.g. DVB-T Pilot detector. However, we note that the 
comparisons in the table above have been done using the FFT size of 2048. In D2.1 and 
[Hekkala11], we have shown that using smaller FFT sizes, the complexity of the WD can be 
drastically decreased without any degradation of the performance. Therefore, selecting reasonable 
set of parameters for WD, its complexity would be close to ED and DVB-T Pilot detectors. 
 

5.3 CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this section, the complexity of the sensing algorithms has been studied. Here the sensing 
methods introduced in the earlier SACRA deliverables D2.1 and D2.2 have been considered. The 
complexities have been studied in software implementation point of view, i.e. ExpressMIMO 
software library (libembb) developed in SACRA WP5 by taking into account specific operators 
provided by the software library. Main functional blocks to be used in the algorithm implementation 
have been introduced. Required number of the operations (multiplications and additions) has been 
compared between the different sensing methods. In addition, required computing operations as 
well as computing times have also been analysed and compared. 
 
The ED can be seen as the least complex sensing method. It needs least of all computing 
operations for processing, and therefore the processing time is the shortest. The second one is the 
DVB-T Pilot detector followed by the WD. The CD and AD are the most complex methods requiring 
a lot of computing operations and computing time. 
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6 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In D2.2, detection performance for various spectrum sensing was presented for several channel 
conditions: Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and frequency flat multipath channels (Rician 
and Rayleigh channels). We extend in this deliverable our analysis to more practical case of 
frequency selective channels. The common evaluation framework remains the same as in Section 
7 of D2.2. We recall in Section 6.1 the characteristics of this common framework. We will present 
in Section 6.2 some performance evaluation of the presented spectrum sensing algorithms in 
terms of detection.  

 

6.1 COMMON FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION 
 
The primary system used is a DVB-T system. In DVB-T, there are two modes in 8 MHz 
channelization: the 2K and 8K modes, which set the number of carriers in the OFDM symbol. In 2K 
and 8K modes there are actually 1,705 or 6,817 subcarriers and subcarriers are approximately 4 or 
1 KHz apart, respectively. Three different modulation schemes (QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM) can be 
used. As a digital transmission, DVB-T delivers data at the symbol rate in a series of discrete 
blocks. In DVB-T, a COFDM (coded OFDM) transmission technique including variable length 
guard interval is used. The choice of the DVB-T system is justified by the fact that many of the 
current and especially future wireless systems utilize the OFDM modulation format. In addition, 
one target in SACRA project is to study secondary use, i.e. spectrum sensing, of the spectrum in 
the UHF band, extended to TVWS (TV white space) where DVB-T is utilized in the frequency 
range above 470 MHz. The simulation scenarios are generated by using different combinations of 
parameters given in Table 6-1.The channel models implemented are AWGN, Rician and Rayleigh 
channels. The latter two correspond to the two different types of propagation that have to be 
handled in practice, namely line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS). Slow fading is 
simulated by adding log-normal shadowing.  
 

Signal Bandwidth 7.6 MHz 

Filter Bandwidth 7.68 MHz and 15.36 MHz 

Mode 2K 

Modulation 16 QAM 

Guard interval ¼ 

Channel models Rayleigh and Rician (K=10) 

Maximum Doppler shift 100 Hz 

Frequency-flat Single path 

Location variability 10dB 

SNRmin -15.86 dB and -18.86 dB 

 

Table 6-1: The transmitted DVB-T primary user signal parameters 

 
Two different scenarios with different properties have been chosen to evaluate the spectral 
detection performance, subject to provide different attributes so that the performance can be 
assessed under different conditions, aiming to provide fair conditions before making conclusions. 
OFDM is the modulation of choice for the two simulation scenarios to be used as evaluation tools 
in this report. In OFDM, a wideband channel is divided into a set of narrowband orthogonal 
subchannels. OFDM modulation is implemented through digital signal processing via to the FFT 
algorithm [Goldsmith05].  
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- Scenario 1 utilizes the same DVB-T OFDM signal. To make the simulations more realistic, 

the signal is subjected to Rayleigh multipath fading and shadowing following a log normal 
distribution in addition to the AWGN. The maximum Doppler shift of the channel is 100Hz 
and the standard deviation for the log normal shadowing is 10dB. The number of iterations 
in the Monte Carlo simulation is 1000.  

 
- Scenario 2 utilizes also a DVB-T OFDM signal in Rician multipath fading with shadowing. 

The K-factor for the Rician fading is 10, which represents a very strong line of sight 
component. The maximum Doppler shift of the channel and the standard deviation for the 
log normal shadowing are the same as in the first scenario. 

 

6.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN TERMS OF DETECTION AND 
COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO FCC REQUIREMENTS  

 
Actual sensing results and performance studies using FCC requirements given in Section 2.2 will 
be provided in this section. We will compute in this study the sensing time necessary in order to 
achieve an SNRmin equal to -15.86 dB and -18.86 dB using filter bandwidth equal to 7.68 MHz and 
15.36 MHz, respectively. The main objective in this section is to compute the sensing time required 
to achieve a given PD. 

 

Figure 6-1: Sensing time versus PD using Scenario 1 with PFA = 0.05, BW = 7.68 MHz, SNRmin 
= -15.36 dB 
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Figure 6-2: Sensing time versus PD using Scenario 1 with PFA = 0.05, BW = 15.36 MHz, 
SNRmin = -18.86 dB 

 

 

Figure 6-3: Sensing time versus PD using Scenario 2 with PFA = 0.05, BW = 7.68 MHz, SNRmin 
= -15.36 dB 
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Figure 6-4: Sensing time versus PD using Scenario 2 with PFA = 0.05, BW = 15.36 MHz, 
SNRmin = -18.86 dB 

 

Simulations are important in assessing the performance of the presented spectrum sensing 
algorithms. The two scenarios provide different attributes so that the performance can be assessed 
under different conditions, providing fair conditions before making conclusions. Figures 6-1 – 6-4 
present the detection performances of the presented detectors in the two proposed simulation 
scenarios. From these figures, we show that the proposed detectors have lost its detecting ability 
when decreasing the SNR. From these figures, we show that the DVB-T Pilot detector outperforms 
all detectors under the same interference condition. We find also that WD and ED have 
comparable performance. The worst performance is displayed by the AD and CD detectors. As an 
example, from Figure 6-3, to achieve PD = 0.9, CD requires a sensing time is 0.1 seconds while 
DVB-T Pilot detector 0.0008 seconds. In the same conditions, ED and WD detectors require 
0.0055 seconds and AD requires 0.057 seconds. These results are confirmed in Figures 6-1 – 6-4. 

 

6.3 CONCLUSIONS 
 

From the results obtained in Section 6.2, we can infer that the most performing detector is the 
DVB-T Pilot detector followed by WD and ED that best meet the FCC requirements in reasonable 
simulations time. We therefore suggest to implement all three of them for the final demo in WP6. 
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7 MULTI-NODE SPECTRUM SENSING DERIVATION 

 

In D2.1 we have presented the benefits and drawbacks of multi-node spectrum sensing. In this 
deliverable, based on the algorithms presented in Section 4, we are now showing in detail the 
benefits and the applicability of multi-node spectrum sensing. While Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 are 
describing cooperative sensing for algorithms considered in Section 4 and a short performance 
analysis, Sections 7.4 and 7.5 are presenting a more system-oriented approach, where we are 
interested in how to perform cooperative sensing in a wide frequency band and how to optimize 
sensing. These last sections are also showing improved benefits with respect to classical 
approaches and present cooperative sensing under a different angle which is novel compared to 
previous state of the art.  

 

7.1 COMPRESSED SENSING FOR COOPERATIVE NETWORKS 
 

As we said, the compressed observations from each radio is processed separately at the fusion 
centre with an algebraic approach. The algebraic detection (AD) is a new approach based on 
advanced differential algebra and operational calculus. In this method, the primary user's presence 
is rather casted as a change point detection in its transmission spectrum. In this approach, the 
mathematical representation of the spectrum of the compressed measurements, i.e., the observed 

signal nY  from each radio in frequency domain, is assumed to be a piecewise thP  polynomial 

signal expressed as following:  

nkkkkk

K

k

n EnnpfnnY   )(×)](,[= 11

1=

Y   

(7.1) 

where ],[ 1 kkk nn Y  is the characteristic function, kp  is a polynomial series of order P , nE  is the 

additive corrupting noise, K  is the number of subbands defined in the frequency range of 

observation interest, and 
sf

f
n =  is the normalized frequency, where sf  is the sampling frequency 

and f  is the signal frequency. 

 

Let us define the clean version of the received signal nS  as 

)(×)](,[= 11

1=

  kkkkk

K

k

n nnpfnnS Y   

(7.2) 

and let b , the frequency band, be such that one and only one change point occurs in the interval 

],[=],[= 1 bnnI kkb   , 0 . Denoting )(=)(  nSnS , ][0,bn  as the restriction of the 

signal in the interval bI  and redefining the change point n  relatively to bI  such that:  





 otherwise<0

continuous is  if0=

bn

Sn




  

(7.3) 
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then, the presence of the primary user on a sensed sub-band is equivalent to having bn <0  on 

that band. The AD gives the opportunity to build a whole family of spectrum sensing detectors, 

depending on a given model order P . Depending on this model order, we can show that 

performance of the AD is increasing as the order P  increases. 

 

The proposed algorithm is implemented as a filter bank composed of P  filters mounted in a 
parallel way. The impulse response of each filter is: 











 



otherwise
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(7.4) 

where 1][0  Pk   and l  is chosen such that Pl 2> . The proposed expression of nkh 1, , 

1][0  Pk   is determined by modeling the spectrum with a piecewise regular signal in 

frequency domain and casting the problem of spectrum sensing as a change point detection in the 

primary user transmission [Guibene11]. Finally, in each detected interval ],[
1ii

nn  , we compute 

the following equation:  
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(7.5) 

where mW  is the weight for numeric integration defined by:  





otherwise1=

0.5==0

m

M

W

WW
  

(7.6) 

and M  is the number of samples of the observed signal. 

 

In order to infer whether the primary user is present in its sub-band, a decision function is 
computed as follows:  

)(= 1

0=

 nD k

P

k

f    

(7.7) 

The decision is made by comparing the threshold Th  to the mean value of the decision function 

over the detected subbands. 

 

In the collaborative sensing the final decision is made by applying a rule on the decisions from all 
the radios for each detected subband. Different rules may be used, and here, we choose the 

averaging rule. Let us denote the detection results from collaboration by D . The decision function 

from each radio   on sub-band b  is denoted by 
bfD

,
. Then we have:  
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bf

Rs

b D
Rs ,

1=

1
=




D   

(7.8) 

where Rs  is the number of collaborative radios. So, the final decision is made by comparing D  to 

the threshold Th  over the detected subbands.  

 

Figure 7-1 summarizes the performance of the Compressed Algebraic Detector (CAD) for 
compressive sensing in cooperative wireless networks, for different number of Secondary Users. 

 

 

Figure 7-1: Probability of detection, PD, vs. SNR at PF = 0:05. Compressed sensing with 
Algebraic Detection (CAD) of order P = 3. 

 

7.2 COOPERATIVE SENSING FOR PILOT-BASED TECHNIQUES 

 

The performance of a local detector degrades in the presence of propagation effects such as 
shadowing and multipath. Again, these channel conditions may result in the issue of hidden node, 
where a secondary transceiver is outside the listening range for a primary transmitter but close enough 
to the primary receiver to create interference. Cooperative detection helps mitigating these channel 
effects through multipath diversity and has therefore gathered lot of interest in the cognitive radio 

literature [Mishra06]. In addition, benefits of cooperative detection are that it improves the detector 
performance, increases the coverage, and simplifies the local detector design. More discussion on 

advantages of cooperative detection can be found in [Mishra06], [Varshney96], [Unnikrishnan08], 
[Zeng09] and [Quan07]. 
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Figure 7-2: Cooperative Sensing Scenario: Each Secondary User sends decision statistics 
to the Fusion Centre which makes the final decision regarding the absence/presence of the 

primary signal transmission. 
 
The cooperative sensing scenario is illustrated in Figure 7-2. Each of the N SUs sends decision 
statistics to the fusion centre which makes the final decision. Cooperative detection can be done in 
two ways [Varshney96]: 

A. Centralized detection: In centralized detection, sensors send their observations to the 
fusion centre. In this case, sensors act as simple data collectors and do not perform any 
data processing. Signal processing is centralized and conventional optimal algorithms can 
be implemented. However, this may require a large bandwidth for communicating the data 
from the sensors to the fusion centre. Therefore it may be difficult to implement this in a 
practical scenario where the geographically distributed SUs have to send the data over a 
bandwidth limited channel. 
 

B. Decentralized detection: In decentralized detection, sensors process the observed data and 
send the compressed version of the data to the fusion centre where the received 
information is appropriately combined to make a final decision. This greatly reduces the 
amount of information that needs to be transmitted between the SUs and the fusion centre. 
However, there might be some performance loss depending on the kind of processing done 
at the individual SUs.  

 

In this report we will concentrate on decentralized detection which is more practical and widely 
used. Decentralized detection can be classified into two categories:  

(i) Hard Decision based Cooperative Sensing: Each SU sends 1 bit hard decision to the 
FC. 
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(ii) Soft Decision based Cooperative Sensing: Each SU sends soft decisions (like multi-
level decisions or sufficient statistics) to the FC. 

 

We will use in this document hard decision. 

In this section, our aim is to present various fusion rules for cooperative detection and discuss their 
advantages and disadvantages. Before that we present the assumptions made for this cooperative 
sensing: 

1. We consider parallel fusion network as it is the most widely used model.  

2. There is no feedback from FC 

3. The reporting channels are error free.  

4. The observations at SUs are conditionally independent and identically distributed under 
each of the two hypotheses.  

5. The detectors at the sensors (in case of decision fusion) and fusion rules at the FC are 
Neyman-Pearson based detectors of the form  

T ≤ η  => PU absent 
T > η  => PU present, 
 
Where T is the test statistic and η is the threshold for Neyman Pearson detector. Neyman-
Pearson detector maximizes the probability of detection under the constraint on false alarm 
probability. Assuming that the distribution of the test statistic is known for null hypothesis, 
false alarm probability and thereby the threshold can be calculated. When the distribution of 
the test statistic for alternative hypothesis is available, probability of detection can be 
calculated theoretically.  
 

 

Figure 7-3: Monte Carlo simulation results assessing detection performance of DVB-T 
algorithms in terms of PU signal detection in cooperative way using an DVB-T OFDM 

primary user signal using scenario 1: Probability of detection versus SNR curves with 
sensing time = 1ms and PFA = 0.05. 
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Figure 7-4: Monte Carlo simulation results assessing detection performance of DVB-T 
algorithms in terms of PU signal detection in cooperative way using an DVB-T OFDM 

primary user signal using scenario 2: Probability of detection versus SNR curves with 
sensing time = 1ms and PFA = 0.05. 

 

Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 show the performance evaluation of DVB-T Pilot detector in a 
cooperative way using scenario 1 and scenario 2. From the presented results we show that the 
detection performance of the proposed detector is improved as the number of cooperative users is 
increased. These results prove that the cooperative detection schemes allow to mitigate the multi-
path fading and shadowing effects, which improves the detection probability. 

 

7.3 WELCH PERIODOGRAM WITH NOISE ESTIMATION FOR 
COOPERATIVE SENSING 

 

Some examples of the performances are shown below where the WD is used with hard 
cooperative sensing, i.e. each sensing node individually judges the presence or not of the primary 
user and sends its decision in a binary format to the fusion centre / master node. First, in Figure 
7-5, the ROC curves for the different number of the users using OR combining rule are shown. 
Explanations of the used AND, OR, and MAJ combining rules have been given in D2.1 and 
[Hekkala11]. It can be seen that already three users’ cooperation improves the performance a lot 
comparing to the single user case. When increasing the number of the cooperative users from 15 
to 20, the performance improvement is not anymore so high. Note that the signalling overhead 
over the network becomes a crucial issue when the number of the cooperative users is high. When 
using AND rule, it is intuitively understandable that is gives low joint PFA. However, even if the 
number of the cooperative users increases, the performance gets better only a little bit (only 20 
users’ case shown in the figure).  
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Figure 7-5: ROC curves for single carrier QPSK signal using OR rule. SNR = -5 dB, Rayleigh 
channel. 

 

In Figure 7-6, the ROC curves using MAJ rule are shown. As can be seen, using MAJ rule, the 
performances are a bit worse than using OR rule. Interestingly, using higher number of cooperative 
users (~15…20) with lower SNR (= -10 dB), MAJ rule gives the best performance [Hekkala11]. 
These results are not shown in these figures.  

 

 

 

Figure 7-6: ROC curves for single carrier QPSK signal using MAJ rule. SNR = -5 dB, 
Rayleigh channel. 
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7.4 WIDE-BAND COOPERATIVE SENSING 

This section describes a cooperative spectrum sensing method for a cognitive radio that is 
attempting to opportunistically access a wide-band licensed spectrum. This cognitive system is 
capable of allocating sensor nodes, which are likely to produce correlated signal measurements, to 
different narrow frequency bands. The cognitive radio system has therefore means of dividing the 
wide operating frequency band into narrow bands, and it also has the ability of clustering the 
sensor nodes into a plurality of clusters, so that sensor nodes that are likely to produce correlated 
signal measurements belong to the same cluster and so that sensor nodes that are unlikely to 
produce correlated signal measurements belong to different clusters. 

Figure 7-7 shows both the theoretical and numerical results and demonstrates that there is a gain 
in detection probability when a wide frequency band is divided into smaller narrow bands in the 
case when PMSE PUs are transmitting. 

 

Figure 7-7: Performance of proposed method. Theoretical and Simulated PD = Function 
(SNR), under Different Sensing Scenarios with 20 nodes: for K = 1 all nodes sense in W 
(e.g., 8 MHz channel); for K = 2 half of nodes sense half of W, while the others sense the 

other half; for K = 20 each node performs detection in a band 20 times narrower (e.g., 400 
kHz). 

 

The rest of the section is described as follows: after the general description in Section 7.4.1, we 
proposed a distributed sensing method in Section 7.4.2,   
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7.4.1 General Description 
 

SNs perform spectrum sensing using Energy Detection (ED). It is presumed that channels over 
which SNs receive PU signal are affected by Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and that 
there is attenuation due to path loss. Physical channels used to deliver sensing results to the 
master node MN (i.e., Reporting Channels) are presumed to be errorless. 

 

If PU signal is not present (hypothesis H0), SNs receive only noise (7.9) whereas if PU signal is 
present (H1), SNs receive attenuated signal and noise (7.9). Signal of ith SN, for the jth sampling 
instant (yi) is given by (7.9)  

 

                                                                 

                                                     
   

(7.9) 

 

where x is the PU signal, and ni are the noise samples which are modeled by a zero-mean 

Gaussian processes with equal variances (i.e.,     
      

       ). Attenuation due to path loss of ith 

SN is given by ai. Δt is the sampling period (Δt=1/fs where fs is the sampling frequency). 

 

 

Figure 7-8: Sensing protocol. 

 

Sensing protocol is explained in Figure 7-8. MN sends a command to the SNs in order to start 
sensing, after which SNs perform ED during the Sensing Time (T1). At the end of T1 SNs send their 
observations to MN which then fusions them (during time period T2) and decides whether the 
spectrum is occupied or not. In the fusion phase (during T2) MN sums the squares of all received 
samples from all the nodes as 

 

     ∑     

 

   

 ∑∑  
      

 

   

 

   

 

(7.10) 

 

where the left hand side sum of equation (7.10) is computed over the entire set of SNs, and where 
Tcs,i is the statistic of the ith SN. 
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MN will then compare the statistic (7.10) with a detection threshold γ, which is computed as 

 

  √     
              

  

  (7.11) 

 

where N is the number of samples collected during T1,   
  is the noise variance estimate computed 

out-band as proposed in [Panaitopol11], I is the number of SNs, PFA is the Probability of False 
Alarm and Q is the Q-function [Papoulis02]. It should be noted that the PFA is the target PFA, i.e. 
PFA that is imposed by the MN. If the statistic is superior to γ, a positive decision will be taken; 
otherwise negative (see equation (7.12)):  

 

           (
                                 
                                  

 

  (7.12) 

Possible PU signal modulation schemes are OFDM for DVB-T, QPSK and FM for PMSE. All these 
modulations have zero-mean distribution statistic, and therefore it has been considered that signal 

distribution is Gaussian with a zero mean and non-zero variance     
  [Proakis83]. Using this 

property, the distribution of statistic (7.10) under H0 and H1 hypothesis is given by (7.13) and 
(7.14), respectively. Using Neyman-Pearson hypothesis testing one easily finds the expressions 
for cooperative sensing performance metrics: Probability of False Alarm (PFA) is described by 
(7.15) and Probability of Detection (PD) by (7.16). PD is the probability of detecting PU if PU is 
transmitting while PFA is the probability of detecting PU when PU is not transmitting. Increasing 
PD helps in avoiding interference with PU while increasing PFA decreases the secondary non-
licensed system throughput. PD and PFA are therefore two important constraints related to the 
licensed and to the non-licensed systems respectively. It can be seen that there is a strong 
relationship between the PD and the PFA: increasing the PFA will increase the PD, and 
decreasing the PFA will decrease the PD. 
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  (7.16) 

 

In (7.15) and (7.16), E(*) and Var(*) are the expectation and variance operators. Received SNR, 

which is defined as      
    

 

  
  plays an important role in detection process. If SNR increases, e.g. 

by increasing σs and keeping σn constant, PD increases. Similar effect can be attained by 
increasing I or N or by increasing PFA.  

 

7.4.2 Proposed Distributed Sensing Method 
 

As seen in the previous section, detection properties depend upon the SNR, N, I and PFA. PFA is 
a parameter that can be reduced to an arbitrarily small value (it is a secondary system constraint), 
but it would also lower PD. Usually PFA is kept constant (e.g., PFA=0.1) and detection is optimized 
using other parameters. Number of SNs is fixed and is given by the number of UEs in the network. 
N is determined by the sampling period (defined as Δt=1/fs) and the sensing time (T1) such that 
N=T1/Δt. This means that a performance gain can be obtained only by increasing SNR. However, 
one can easily notice that increasing SNR is not always possible, as it will be shown in the rest of 
the work. SNR is a function of both received power and noise (or the amount of captured noise). 
The latter depends on the wideness of the detection band: larger bandwidth implies higher 
captured noise while lower bandwidth implies less captured noise. 

 

A SN has to perform sensing over the entire frequency band of interest W. This band W can be 
very wide (WDVB-T is 6-8 MHz) and thus it can be very difficult to obtain good detection 
performance, especially if SNs are constrained by very small T1 (resulting in small number of 
samples N). Also, detecting PMSE equipments which are narrow-band (200 kHz) and use small 
transmission powers (up to 50 mW) is usually very difficult [ETSI06]. If SNs are sensing in WDVB-T, 
PMSE signal power might be completely masked by the noise captured in such a wide band. This 
would inevitably lead to PMSE not being detected if standard sensing deployment is used. Another 
issue is when the MN cannot properly distinguish between multiple PMSE transmissions, as 
represented in Figure 7-9. Since PMSE are narrowband PUs and can be located anywhere inside 
a wide-band TV channel, MN has a difficult task of deciding in which sub-bands these PMSE are. 
In this scenario the WSs will not be optimally used because the MN will consider the band as 
entirely occupied. The method presented in this section tries to mitigate these problems and 
improves system detection performance by dividing W into set of sub-bands {Bi} and ordering to 
different SNs to perform sensing in each Bi. 
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Figure 7-9: Detection of several PMSE in a wide band frequency. 

 

Figure 7-10 presents several sensing deployments for 4 different SNs, and where each SN is 
represented by a bullet. The horizontal bracket (in the same color) designates which spectrum part 
is inspected by that SN. In the situation where all I nodes are sensing in W, SNR of each individual 

SN is      
    

 

  
 . For simplicity reasons it is presumed that all SNRi are mutually equal, i.e. 

    
      

       ). In order to implement the desired allocation, first step is to divide W into K sub-

bands {Bi} (in Figure b) and c), K= 2 and 4, respectively). Afterwards the set of SNs is divided into 

K sub-sets where each set contains 
 

 
 SNs). All SNs belonging to ith sub-set perform sensing only 

in the ith band - Bi (as denoted by colored brackets), and the entire W is covered. The SNR gain is 
obvious only for narrowband signals: the detection band is K times narrower and therefore the 
captured noise is K times lower, without decreasing the total received power. In equation (7.17), 
the SNR’ is the SNR of each SN after the division of W has been performed (as illustrated in 
Figure 7-10 b,c). Accordingly,   

  and   
  are respectively the signal and noise variance after the 

division of W. Similarly, SNR is the signal to noise ratio of each SN before the division of W into 
sub-bands, which corresponds to original sensing deployment (see Figure 7-10 a).  

 

     
  

  

  
   

  
 

  
   

       

(7.17) 

 

It is clear that with every division of W into more narrow bands, the number of SNs that are to be 
allocated to each Bi is also linearly decreasing. Hence, by using this technique there is a trade-off 
between the SNR gain and the decrease of SNs allocated per each sub-band. Further analysis 
shows a positive outcome of this trade-off. 
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Figure 7-10: Different sensing deployment in the case of four SNs in W a) All SNs 
sense in the entire W, b) SNs are divided into 2 sub-sets. All SNs from same sub-set sense 

½ W c) Each SN senses inside 1 sub-band that is ¼ W. 

 

The detection performance could further be improved by creating clusters of SNs which are 
expected to have correlated sensing measurements. Spatial distribution of SNs is usually not 
uniform, i.e. there will often be locations where SNs are more densely distributed. In these areas, 
the SNs have correlated observations of PU spectrum which would not bring any gain to the 
overall detection performance [Selen08]. Hence, by wrongly allocating SNs to different frequency 
bands the sensing capacity of the entire sensor network is underused. These underused sensing 
resources could further be used to simultaneously detect in different sub-bands K. 

 

A clustering algorithm will therefore be used to create clusters and to designate K SNs per each 
cluster Ci. Sensing is now performed in such a way that each one out of K SNs from Ci performs 
detection in different Bi which is illustrated in Figure 7-11. In this way all correlated users belonging 
to same cluster would be spread across the entire W, hence decreasing the correlation and 

improving CR system performance. The number of clusters is equal to 
 

 
. Such a clusterization it 

would be possible by identifying sensing nodes close to each other (i.e. the signal reception shares 
the same radio conditions). 
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Figure 7-11: Deployment technique for correlation mitigation clustering. 

 

7.4.3 Performance Results 
 

If the value of threshold (7.11) is placed into (7.16), and both the nominator and denominator are 

normalized by noise variance   
 , detection performance (before the division of W) becomes (7.18). 

In order to obtain the performance after the division of W, two operations need to be performed: 
multiplication of SNR by factor K and division of SNs number (i.e., I) by the same factor K. The 
detection probability after W is divided into sub-bands is therefore given by (7.19). 
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√                   

√                   
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  (7.18) 
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  (7.19) 

PD is essentially given by the Q function which is monotonically decreasing with respect to its 
argument. In order to maximize PD either numerator should decrease or denominator should 
increase. It is clear that by increasing K, numerator is decreasing, but the impact of the 
denominator is not obvious. Figure 7-12 describes the results obtained from the equation (7.19). It 
was considered that I=20 and N=400 and PFA was set to be standard 0.1. As it was stated earlier, 
there is a trade-off between the number of sensors per sub-band and the wideness of the sub-
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band. Simulations from Figure 7-12 show that, for a fixed number of sensors, the PD is increased 
when the number of sub-bands is increased.  

 

 

Figure 7-12: Wideband Sensing vs Narrowband Sensing. 

 

Simulation considers a PMSE PU signal using QPSK modulation. The transmission power is 1 W 
(30 dBm) and the frequency band is 200 kHz. The transmitted signal is attenuated by a Free 
Space Path Loss propagation model. According to the distance which was uniformly generated 
between 0.1 km and 15 km, each sensing node receives a different power. As previously 
mentioned in Section 7.4.2, the simulation considers additive white Gaussian noise. 

 

The detection performance of I nodes sensing in W (i.e. K=1) is compared to a deployment in 

which 
 

 
 nodes perform sensing in a band    

 

 
 (K≠1). Herein, it was considered that all Bi are 

equal in width, but this condition is not necessary. By using a certain metric (e.g., SN positions, SN 
correlation, I, W etc.), MN decides in what way to divide W and how to best attribute SNs to certain 
sub-bands. 

 

The main advantage of this method is the gain in terms of SNR, which leads to improvement of 
detection per sub-band, and which means that PMSE PUs are more easily detected. This kind of 
sensing allocation does not hinder the system’s potential to detect DVB-T PUs since narrowband 
detection results can be appropriately combined in order to decide the presence of a DVB-T signal. 
This technique would be especially beneficial in the case of few PMSE present inside one TV 
channel. A standard wideband detection technique can either declare a positive or a negative 
decision for the entire TV channel, without verifying if there are unused frequency gaps that 
normally should be exploited by an opportunistic system. The method proposed by this section is 
therefore useful in order to increase the total opportunistic spectrum through a better white space 
resolution. 

 

One more advantage is that SNs can be of more simple design; SNs that need to perform sensing 
in several MHz of bandwidth need to have more complex electronic circuitry (samplers that work in 
MHz range). The proposed method also allows less complex SN circuitry. 
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7.4.4 Conclusions 
 

This section presented a cooperative technique for wide-band spectrum sensing. It has been 
proved that this technique improves detection performance when the spectrum might be occupied 
by both wideband and narrowband transmitters. Another technique that mitigates correlation 
between node measurements with the help of clustering was also briefly presented in this section. 

 

7.5 SENSING OPTIMIZATION  

While Section 7.2 describes how Hard Cooperative Sensing (HCS) is performed, this section 
presents how this technique can be optimized. In this section, optimization is performed by 
choosing how many SNs are participating to the cooperation. Given a total number of sensing 
nodes N, the optimization is performed with respect to the choice of k out of I nodes. It will be also 
shown that this choice has an impact on the two important values defining the performance of the 
system: system detection probability (i.e., PDsys) and system false alarm probability (i.e., PFAsys). 
The problem is actually not that linear, as system performance depends on many parameters (e.g. 

N, I, SNR,   
  etc.) and a specific value of k that optimizes detection for a certain combination of 

these variables might be suboptimal for another combination of (N, I, SNR,   
 ). This leads to 

conclusion that by sending only decisions MN will encounter problems determining the optimal k. 
The method we propose is based on using modified HCS in which SNs send not only decisions but 
also additional information, without over-encumbering the control channel between the SN and MN 
with additional information. 

In this section, SNs are performing spectrum sensing and take decisions on PU presence by using 
a simple Energy Detector (ED), but this will not change the global results. For this operation it is 
necessary that SNs inspect noise estimates and signal plus noise estimates. Samples taken will 
either contain noise or signal plus noise, and using these samples one could estimate noise power 

(  
 ̃) by using known techniques [Uchiyama07]. It is only by using this estimate of noise that SN will 

be able to calculate threshold and take a local decision which is afterwards communicated to MN.  

If another process would run in parallel with described spectrum sensing process, and if this 
process could somehow determine optimal k then HCS system performance would be improved. 

This new process would require the communication of additional information from MN (like   
  and 

N), but these new information require no additional computing load, since they are already required 
in SN detection. Knowing that SN mobility is not high compared to sensing period (SP) this would 
mean that values of the variables affecting PDsys are not changed too much between many sensing 
periods. This means that secondary process can have a much longer period, and it would not 
increase too much the additional traffic on the link. 

The three proposed methods are briefly explained by following theoretical analysis based on the 
ideal HCS case. Please recall that the ideal HCS case considers PDsys and PFAsys as a function of 
k: 

        ∑(
 
 
)          

   

 

   

 

  (7.20) 
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         ∑(
 
 
)            

   

 

   

 

  (7.21) 

System parameters important to MN are PDsys and PFAsys and MN will keep PFAsys at a certain 
level (say 0.1) and maximize its PDsys. By using (7.20) and (7.21), MN has to predict system 
behavior for different values of k (by tracing corresponding curves) and find which value of k 
maximizes performance, under different system constraints. Methods are explained in the next 
paragraphs and are corroborated by Figure 7-13, Figure 7-14, Figure 7-15, which are also 
presented below: 

(1) Method 1 (PFAsys fixed):  

 PFAsys is imposed as PFAsys =0.1 (by CR system control) 

 Calculate PFA (7.21) and communicate it to SNs (this is the target PFA that 
is to be used in the local detection process (in each SN) for constituting 
detection threshold) 

 For such calculated PFA, and N, SNR and   
  there is one PD that will give 

local detection performance 

 By using equation (7.20) these PDs are used to determine PDsys 

 In this method CR performance is guaranteed, since PFAsys is always = 0.1 
and k is chosen such that PDsys is maximized 

(2) Method 2 (target PFA fixed): 

 In this method we consider the case of a “powerless” MN that receives 
decisions from SNs, whose performance it knows, but it cannot order SNs to 
change their target PFA 

 MN knows all target PFA and can either receive PD estimate from SNs or 

can receive N, SNR and   
  and calculate PD itself 

 Using (7.20) and (7.21) calculates PFAsys and PDsys 

 In order to satisfy performance it looks for the largest PFAsys such that it is 
smaller than PFAmax (which is usually 0.1) 

 Since PDsys is jointly monotonically decreasing with PFAsys then by choosing 
PFAsys in previous step it is assured that maximal PDsys has been chosen 

(3) Method 3 (target PFA and PFAsys have upper bounds) 

 This method was conceived for Cognitive Radio Systems (CRSs) that have 
constraints both for local sensing and for cooperative sensing (in the case 
where SN needs both to provide sufficient performance to CRS and to 
maintain high local detection performance) 
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 This method is actually the combination of the previous two, as in the first 
phase 

o Starting from a very small target PFA and increasing it by keeping 
PFAsys constant, PDsys is increased 

o Once maximal PFA has been attained keep it constant by decreasing 
PFAsys, and PDsys will start to decrease 

 

Figure 7-13: Choice of kOpt for Method 1. 

 

 

Figure 7-14: Choice of kOpt for Method 2. 
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Figure 7-15: Choice of kOpt for Method 3. 

In the follow-up, these three methods - which have been previously theoretically explained - will be 
presented from a system point of view and also given in form of an algorithm. Each of the methods 
will differ by the type of data that needs to be exchanged between MN and SNs, and by the way of 
using this additional information.  

The set of data needed for optimization process is: 

 PFAsys which will be received from upper layers of CRS 

 Number of SNs (i.e., I) which is updated by MN after SN registration 

 Local estimates of noise  n,i²  

 Local statistic Σi= Σj yi,j where yi,j is the sample of ith SN at time instant j  

In the first phase SNs need to register to CR network. This is a dynamic process that will allow MN 
to know how many SNs are present at any time instant. If sensing configuration is fixed (type of 
detector and parameters) then the number of samples can be communicated to MN in the 
registration phase. This phase is the same for all methods and given in Figure 7-16. 
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Figure 7-16: Registration phase. 

 

Figure 7-17: Information exchange phase. 

Following this registration phase is the additional information exchange phase in which MN 

acquires data for optimization of k (  
 ̃ , statistics) from every SN (Figure 7-17). MN issues a 

request to which SNs must reply with the requested data. Exchanged information and algorithm 
vary with the methods, thus they will be separately presented. 

7.5.1 Method 1 

In this method the exchanged data consists of noise estimates and entire statistics (S+N). 
Afterwards the algorithm flow can be explained using Figure 7-18. Having received PFAsys from 
upper layers, and I (after SN registration), for each k MN calculates PFA (and creates the set 
{PFAi}). This information is then combined with additional information to compute {PDi} and 
afterwards PDsys. This value is then compared to      

    which is a variable that is introduced to 

use the concavity property of PDsys curve; once such a k for which one starts to descend by PDsys 
curve is reached, the optimum has been attained and one can exit the loop. The concavity of PDsys 
function is a logical consequence of the decision logic. Under the same average channel 
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conditions for small values of k, function is maximized because there is a very high probability that 
at least one SN reports a positive decision, whereas it is very improbable that all SNs declare PU 
presence, which is the case of k=I, hence function is concave. 

 

Figure 7-18: Algorithm for Method 1. 

7.5.2 Method 2 

In this method it is postulated that MN will not have any control over SNs. Namely, MN will receive 
decisions and supplementary information from SNs and try to optimize detection. In the simplest 
realisation SNs need to send only PFA in which case PDsys will be maximized, but the value of 
PDsys will not be known to MN. If other data are also to be communicated then PDsys value can be 
known and the exchange of the additional data is shown in Figure 7-19 and consists of either: 

 (  
 ̃ , statistics) which will allow MN to compute PD 

 estimate of PD 
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Figure 7-19: Information exchange phase Method 2. 

Algorithm is given in Figure 7-20 which essentially describes the method already explained. MN 

will receive PFA from SNs and try to find the k for which       
  is maximal and less than       

    

(set to be 0.1). Once MN finds this k (koptim) it is sure that PDsys is maximized (since PDsys and 
PFAsys are jointly decreasing). If MN has no additional information then it can use koptim to maximize 
PDsys (without knowing the exact value of the maximum), and if additional information is provided 
then it can also provide QoS to PU system by knowing the precise value of PDsys. 

 

Figure 7-20: Algorithm for Method 2. 

7.5.3 Method 3 

This method is the combination of the previous two methods and it has been additionally expanded 
(compared to original Method 3 proposed by Figure 7-15) by the introduction of another constraint. 
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Actually, what CRS would need to assure is the protection it provides to PU, because if this 
protection is not sufficient it is not possible that CRS is allowed to operate in WS. Therefore, a 
constraint in for PD named PDmin is imposed and it could be of any value imposed by the future CR 
standards, e.g. 0.995%. 

Registration phase is same as in Method 1, and algorithm flow is given in Figure 7-21. Starting 
from the set of maximal (presumed 0.25) PFA one is to (for each k) gradually decrease {PFA} until 
satisfactory PFAsys is attained. Once this value has been achieved MN is to calculate PD, then 
PDsys and is to compare this value to a PDmin. If it is superior to PDmin it means that PD can be even 
more decreased so that PFAsys would also decrease, which would result in an increase of CRS 
throughput. Once optimal values have been found the values of system performance are stored in 
a database (for each k PFAsys and PDsys) and once all possible ks have been inspected, MN can 
find the optimal combination of (PDsys, PFAsys). Optimal combination can be obtained, for example, 
by assigning (equal) weights to (PFA) and (1-PD) and trying to minimize this sum by choosing k. 

The three presented methods are implementable in CRS and would permit the exploitation of HCS, 
and permit to use even more of the opportunistic spectrum by significantly decreasing signalling. 

 

Figure 7-21: Algorithm for Method 3. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this deliverable, we have first presented updates regarding classification studies and then the 
complexity and the performances of the sensing algorithms have been studied with respect to FCC 
requirements.  
 
The complexities have been studied in software implementation point of view, i.e. ExpressMIMO 
software library (libembb) developed in SACRA WP5 by taking into account specific operators 
provided by the software library. Main functional blocks to be used in the algorithm implementation 
have been introduced and the required number of the operations (multiplications and additions) 
has been compared for different sensing methods.  
 
The ED can be seen as the least complex sensing method. It needs least of all computing 
operations for processing, and therefore the processing time is the shortest. The second one is the 
DVB-T Pilot detector followed by the WD. The CD and AD are the most complex methods requiring 
a lot of computing operations and computing time. 
 

However, from the point of view of the performance, the most performing detector is the DVB-T 
Pilot detector followed by WD and ED that best meet the FCC requirements in reasonable 
simulations time. We therefore suggest to implement all three of them for the final demo in WP6. 
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9 ABBREVIATIONS 

 

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise 

AD Algebraic Detector 

BW Band Width 

CAD Compressed sensing with Algebraic Detection 

CAF Cyclic Autocorrelation Function 

CFAR Constant False Alarm Rate 

CD Cyclostationary based Detector 

CR Cognitive Radio 

CRN Cognitive Radio Network 

CRS Cognitive Radio System 

CWA Component Wise Addition of two vectors 

CWP Component Wise Product of two vectors 

CWM Component Wise square of Modulus of one vector 

CWL Component-Wise Look-up table 

CS Compressed Sensing 

DFT Discrete Fourier Transform 

DSP Digital Signal Processing 

DVB-T Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 

ED Energy Detector 

FC Fusion Centre 

FCC Federal Communications Commission 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

FM Frequency Modulation 

FEP Front End Processor 

FT Fourier Transform 

GLRT Generalised Likelihood Ratio Test 

HOC Higher Order Cumulant 

HCS Hard Cooperative Sensing 

LOS Line-Of-Sight 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

MN Master Node 

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output 

MOV Move of One Vector 

NCF Number of Cyclic Frequencies 
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NLOS Non-Line-Of-Sight 

NF Noise Figure 

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

PCD Pilot Correlation based Detector 

PMSE Programme Making and Special Events 

PU  Primary User 

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

QoS Quality of Service 

QP Quiet Period 

QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristics 

RRC Root Raised Cosine 

Rx Receiver 

SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 

SN Sensing Node 

SP Sensing Period 

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 

SU Secondary User 

TV Television 

TVWS Television White Space 

Tx Transmitter 

UE User Equipment 

WD Welch Detector 

WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

WS White Space 

WSD White Space Device 
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